FIXED AT BIRTH: MEDICAL AND LEGAL ERASURES OF INTERSEX VARIATIONS
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1 INTRODUCTION

The term ‘intersex’ describes variations in sex development whereby a person’s biological sex traits are not exclusively male or female. Intersex variations occur in many species, including humans. Intersex variations are always congenital, but their aetiology varies greatly, as does the impact on an individual’s anatomy. There are a great number of different circumstances which may result in a person being born with intersex variations. Many variations are apparent at birth – often because the genitals do not present as unambiguously male or female. When that occurs, the medical establishment marshals its forces to provide a range of medical interventions aimed at assigning the child to a particular sex and bolstering that assignment. How law and medicine respond to intersex provides insight into our cultural, political and social constructions of sex and the ‘natural’ body. The very existence of anomalous bodies challenges the security of the natural status of binary sex. Literature over the centuries
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reflected profound unease with the possibilities of gender fluidity, transformation and ambiguity that the intersex body poses. Epstein describes the tension inherent in the ‘vexed relation between scientific recognition of hermaphroditism as a natural biological possibility and cultural investments in sexual difference as an absolute and invariant binary opposition’.

This article will interrogate the legal and medical regulation of intersex people, focusing on the legal status of intersex people and issues of consent to medical interventions performed on minors with intersex variations under Australian law. While American scholarship on both the medical and legal constructs of intersex is relatively well developed, very little has been written with a focus on Australian law. In relation to consent to medical intervention on intersex children, Australia is unique in having a special medical jurisdiction exercised by the Family Court which is responsible for monitoring and regulating non-therapeutic and contested medical and surgical interventions on minors. Thus there is immense scope for judicial oversight of medical and surgical interventions on intersex minors in the Australian legal context. This article argues that this role has not been utilised effectively in relation to intersex and that the issue is under-researched within legal scholarship. This article seeks to address that gap.

The legal response to gender diversity has attracted scholarship in Australia, as in other jurisdictions. However, this has largely emerged from issues around defining the gender of transgender and transsexual people, with little attention to the unique perspective of intersex. As noted by Organisation Intersex International Australia (‘OII Australia’): ‘Intersex, trans, and same sex attraction are distinct concepts and issues, and people with intersex variations face distinct health and human rights issues’. Currently the most important sources of information and critical scholarship around intersex variations in the Australian context have been generated by advocacy organisations such as OII Australia, Androgen Insensitivity Syndrome Support Group Australia and the National Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transsexual Intersex Health Alliance (‘National LGBTI Health Alliance’).

This article brings a unique perspective to issues of gender diversity in the law and to legal constructs of intersex by offering a critical analysis of the

interwoven medical and legal responses to intersex. The focus of medical and legal responses to intersex variations has been the erasure and eradication of ambiguity which threatens to undercut the reliability of established dichotomies of sex, gender and sexuality. Reviewing historical attitudes to intersex reminds us that cultural investment in the sexed body drives not only religious, social, legal and political understanding, but scientific and medical constructs too.

II MEDICAL CONSTRUCTIONS OF INTERSEX

A Historical Approaches

Writings from antiquity and the Middle Ages categorised hermaphrodites as supernatural beings, monstrous and existing outside the realms of civil society. However, perceptions of hermaphroditism have never been uniformly schematised. As Daston and Park comment, ‘[t]he early modern literature on hermaphrodites is veined with fault lines that run along many different axes’. Two primary conceptions of the nature of hermaphroditism were available from antiquity. One concept, associated with Hippocrates and Galen, viewed sex as a continuum or spectrum, with male and female at opposite poles and hermaphrodites falling in the middle, beings of intermediate sex. The other model of sex, associated with Aristotle, was dichotomous. Hermaphroditism was a condition localised in the genitals and was superficial and apparent rather than representing somatic ambiguity in the organism as a whole. Daston and Park write that: ‘Hippocratic and Aristotelian interpretations wove their way through medieval and early modern medicine and natural philosophy, sometimes in counterpoint, more often in uneasy synthesis’.

The implications of each model are far-reaching. The Aristotelian model retains the binary construction of sex as natural and inevitable, with hermaphroditic bodies requiring investigation to uncover the ‘true sex’ beneath the apparent ambiguity. The Hippocratic model is more morally and sexually charged, as hermaphrodites represent liminality, fostering uncertainty and corrosive doubt about the naturalised categories of sex. The ambiguous body generates social anxiety, particularly when the naturalised status of categories and classifications is under threat from other sources. For example, Reis’ research shows that in the United States, the hermaphrodite not only threatened the sex binary, but also replicated and echoed anxieties about racial identity that were prevalent in the late 19th century. Early cosmetic surgery tropes focus on

8 Ibid 421.
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the capacity of cosmetic surgery to mask racialised facial features (Irish pug nose, Jewish hook nose, African flat nose etc). This was a selling point which simultaneously generated anxiety about the capacity of inferior races to pass as white. Anxiety generated by hermaphroditism also echoed waves of concern about the rise of homosexuality and ‘deviant’ sexual behaviour. If a person was truly female but they had ambiguous genitals, such as an enlarged clitoris that looked like a penis, then there was a real possibility that they might engage in homosexual activity if their status was not discovered and disclosed. In both models, the indeterminacy of a hermaphrodite’s sex raised the spectre of fraudulence, deceit and passing.

Although at a theoretical level the two models are incommensurate, in practice they manifested in similar ways. For example, the Hippocratic model tended to manifest in a search for ‘predominant’ sex. Hermaphrodites were beings whose combination of male and female lay so close to the centre that it could be difficult to assign them to one role or the other. The necessary response was to determine which sex predominated. This could be done by examining both anatomy and physiology, but also by assessing demeanour, behaviour, sexual attraction and so on. The factors that we would describe as cultural, social or individual were regarded as essential and fixed. It seems that the Hippocratic approach was in some ways more flexible. For example, if a predominant sex could not be identified, then very often the attitude was to allow the hermaphrodite to decide whether they were male or female.

The Aristotelian model required a determination of the underlying truth of the sex of the body. In practice, though, investigations frequently ended in a compromise deriving from an assessment of the predominant sex, as organs or biological features identified as reliable markers of the true sex were either indeterminate or inscrutable. For example, an orthodoxy of Victorian medicine was that the gonads were the reliable guide to true sex, but until there were reliable and accessible anaesthetics, exploratory surgery was not possible, so that a proper determination could only be made post-mortem. The medical investigator sometimes had to make an educated guess. External examination could yield some indication. This could be supplemented by looking at secondary sex traits, such as hair growth, breast development, voice timbre, demeanour, personality (chaste and humble or outspoken and forthright), friendships (which
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14 Alice Domurat Dreger, Hermaphrodites and the Medical Invention of Sex (Harvard University Press, 2000).
were assumed would be with people of the same sex) and sexual attractions (which were assumed to be heterosexual).

The perception of hermaphrodites as supernatural or miraculous/monstrous in the early modern period gradually yielded to a biomedical approach which ‘normalised’ intersex in the sense of identifying the biological processes which produced variations of sex development. This normalisation was simultaneously pathologising. As a variation of normal, these biological processes transgress ‘correct’ development and produce defective bodies. This perception of intersex as a biological defect rather than a naturally occurring biological variation persists within medical discourse. Intersex is conceived as a mutation which produces inherently defective bodies. Eckert argues that shifting attitudes to hermaphroditism/intersex describes a shift ‘from the notion of the right sex to true sex to best sex’.

In the late 19th century, when medical science began asserting jurisdiction over the body and the medical profession constituted its professional authority, medical men in England, France and the United States were investigating, documenting and defining sex, searching for the incontrovertible markers of ‘true sex’. There was no promise of a cure for anomalous anatomy. The role of the medical authority was to make the patient aware of their true sex and changes in dress, behaviour, relationships and social, legal, personal and political status would follow naturally and as a matter of course. In the later 19th century, a consensus emerged that the reliable marker of true sex was gonadal. In keeping with the Aristotelian model, it was believed that, although people may present as sexually ambiguous, very few were ‘true’ hermaphrodites – with both male and female gonadal tissue. This was considered to be vanishingly rare and most apparent hermaphrodites were, in fact, either truly male or truly female, despite some misleading anatomical evidence to the contrary. Hence, the terminology used was ‘pseudo-hermaphrodite’ which reflects something of the underlying attitudes of distrust and suspicion that often lurk beneath the surface of the
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medical men’s reports and recordings of their encounters with the intersexed. Some texts reveal anxiety that the hermaphrodite would be able to shift from one sex to another, to slip between the cracks of clear sexual identity and concomitant social role.

The medical paradigm for intersex underwent gradual change towards the end of the 19th century and into the 20th century as developments in medical science, particularly in the realm of endocrinology and genetics, revealed the underlying complexity of sex development and undermined reliance on a single or straightforward gonadal marker of true sex. According to Redick, during the first half of the 20th century, intersex was dealt with on a case-by-case basis:

during the period from 1916–1955, if a child was born intersexed – with a condition in which hormonal development as male or female is affected in utero, resulting in indeterminate genitalia – doctors would make an approximate sex assignment and then advise parents to wait and see whether contradictions indeed arose during puberty. If contradictions emerged – for example, if at puberty a person raised male grew breasts, or female failed to menstruate – then medical counsel would be sought.

From the mid-1930s, psychology became an increasingly important factor in the diagnosis of true sex. Developments in biotechnology such as improved surgical techniques and anaesthesia contributed to a more interventionist approach to intersex variations.

It was in this context that the dominant medical paradigm for the management of intersex in the latter half of the 20th century emerged, spearheaded by sexologist John Money at the John Hopkins Hospital in the United States, which was the nexus for gender and intersex research in the 20th century. This paradigm sought to bring unity and coherence to the ‘anarchy of idiosyncrasy’ that had prevailed in preceding decades as the gonadal theory waned in the face of emerging evidence and shifting emphasis.

Money developed a complex theory of gender acquisition which incorporated input and feedback loops involving seven variables including not only biological features, but also cultural, social and psychological factors. According to Money’s ‘optimal gender theory’, gender identity is not fixed in human beings, but develops at around the age of two. Up to that age, humans are largely gender neutral. The development of gender identity depends on the complex interplay of variables, but a central determinate is how children are
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reared, as long as the rearing does not clash with the visible anatomy. However, Money did not eschew gender roles. What his theory did promise was a cure for intersex. The combination of relative gender fluidity and surgical innovation meant that intersex children could be literally reshaped into males and females.

Based on this theory, Money and his team constructed comprehensive treatment and management protocols that were not only swiftly implemented into the medical literature, but governed medicalisation of intersex variations for decades and continue to linger in current practices. Although Money’s early research into the psychosocial impact of intersex biology led him to conclude that non-surgical intersex people coped well, the management protocol promised to alleviate the suffering caused by living with the defect of intersex variations. If the Victorian era was the ‘Age of the Gonads’, then the second half of the 20th century could be called the ‘Age of the Genitals’ or, more specifically, the ‘Age of the Penis’. Under Money’s treatment protocol the most salient factor for gender assignment of children with intersex variations was whether there was an adequate penis. If there was, then the child could be raised as a boy, and the gender identity could develop normally. If there was no adequate penis, then the child was at risk of developing an unstable gender identity, no matter how unambiguously male their rearing. Surgical innovations and technical developments become important, as surgeons could cosmetically fashion a convincing-looking vagina and cut down the clitoris to a ‘correct’ size for a clitoris. On the other hand, surgeons could not construct a penis that was either convincing-looking or functional. Limits to surgical techniques often dictated the decision on whether to assign a child male or female. For this and a variety of other reasons, the majority of children born with ambiguous genitals (whether as a result of an intersex condition or otherwise) were assigned and raised as female under Money’s treatment protocol. For most of those children, the assignment included surgical ‘normalisation’ of the genitals involving clitoral reduction and/or vaginoplasty.
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B  Current Protocols and Practices

From around the mid-1990s cracks began to appear in the facade of successful treatment and management of intersex. People with variations of sex development began to challenge the legitimacy, efficacy and ethics of the treatment protocol. Activists who had been among the first generation to be treated under Money’s protocol protested the damage and mutilation that had been inflicted on them in the name of medical therapy. A number of support groups for people with intersex variations were established, some adopting a more political agenda, some focusing on individualised support relating to particular intersex conditions. These support and advocacy groups forced the medical and scientific establishment to reconsider the hegemony of the treatment protocol. Critical voices also emerged within the academic and medical establishments. In particular, investigation into a case study that had been central to and extensively cited in Money’s research revealed serious flaws in optimal gender theory.

The growing swell of criticism and concern eventually prompted an international symposium involving clinicians, researchers and advocacy groups revisiting the treatment protocol, which resulted in new guidelines being developed and published in a consensus statement in 2006 (‘2006 Guidelines’). The consensus statement, which remains the benchmark for medical management of intersex today, represents a notable shift in the practices recommended, including a more cautious approach to early genital surgery. The extent to which the 2006 Guidelines represent a critical rethinking of the medicalised response to intersex is a complex and contested question. Certainly the 2006 Guidelines purport to displace the supremacy of optimal gender theory and many of the egregious practices of secrecy and immediate and urgent surgical normalisation that the treatment protocol endorsed. However, the 2006 Guidelines sanction relatively early genital surgeries on children to make genitals appear more ‘normal’, though with greater caution and less urgency. The 2006 Guidelines recommend that gender assignment decisions be based on the interplay of
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nebulous and imprecise criteria. Exactly how these recommendations are implemented in practice, including the prevalence and extent of genital normalisation surgeries, is difficult to discern. Advocacy and support groups such as OII Australia argue that despite the shift in rhetoric, medical practice has not changed significantly since the publication of the 2006 Guidelines, and that genital normalising surgery remains the standard response to variations of sex development apparent at birth.

In 2013, the Victorian Department of Health published a report (‘Victorian Report’) on decision-making principles for intersex which endorses the approach of the 2006 Guidelines. The report states that ‘in 2011, Victorian hospitals reported seeing approximately 40 new cases of infants with identified intersex conditions per year, and involvement in follow up and monitoring for 240 patients into childhood and adolescence’. The Victorian Report promotes even greater caution in decision-making around genital normalising surgery, and highlights the controversies that the practice has elicited. However, like the 2006 Guidelines, the Victorian Report does not recommend against genital normalising surgeries. As discussed below, it seems that the Victorian Report, like the 2006 Guidelines, has not resulted in a uniform approach to medical treatment of intersex or consensus on whether or not genital normalising surgeries should be performed.

C Genital Normalising Surgery

There is evidence that the current practice in Australia is to surgically ‘normalise’ the genitals of some children with intersex variations at an early stage. An article in *The Age* in 2013 reported that the Royal Children’s Hospital in Melbourne performs 10 to 15 genital reconstruction operations a year, often on children under the age of two. In the article the director of the department of gynaecology at the Royal Children’s Hospital is cited as arguing that for some intersex cohorts there is little risk that early surgery will irreversibly implement an incorrect sex assignment because available research suggests that most people with Congenital Andrenal Hyperplasia (for example) are assigned female and end up identifying as female. Associate Professor Grover is quoted as saying:

> While we have the data to say they are going to end up identifying as females ... and we have evidence that surgical outcomes are good, and sensory outcomes and sexual function are good, where’s the pressure to change the practice?
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In its submissions to the Senate Community Affairs References Committee Inquiry into the Involuntary or Coerced Sterilisation of Intersex People in Australia (‘Senate Committee’), the Australian Paediatric Endocrine Group noted that there are no clear guidelines on the timing of cosmetic genital surgery and that some specialists ‘argue that very early surgery in the first months of life is optimal, and that there is no need to wait for any natural regression in clitoral size’\(^53\) suggesting that, in the absence of consensus, both early and later surgeries are being performed. As noted in the National LGBTI Health Alliance submission to the Senate Committee:

> In an anonymous online survey of current practice in feminizing surgery for congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH) among 162 specialists (60% paediatric surgeons or paediatric urologists) attending the IV\(^{th}\) World Congress of the International Society of Hypospadias and Disorders of the Sex Development (ISHID) (sic) in 2011, 78% of surgeons reported that they preferred conducting early surgery before the age of two years. Most conduct surgical alteration of the clitoris, vagina and labia. Most surgeons reported that their techniques include surgical removal of clitoral erectile tissue.\(^54\)

The evidence suggests that early genital normalising surgeries are performed on children with intersex variations in Australia today. This was the conclusion reached by the Senate Committee.\(^55\)

III   INTERSEX IN THE LAW

There are two key legal issues which arise from the experiences and status of people with variations of sex development. One issue relates to the legal sex of people with intersex variation. This can arise in a number of contexts such as the law of marriage, the production of formal identity documents, and discrimination. This article will focus primarily on the law of marriage, particularly judicial considerations of the status of intersex people in that context. The article will then provide a brief oversight of recent judicial and legislative changes to the laws concerning production of identity documents for gender diverse and intersex people. Finally, the article will consider the issue of sex discrimination, noting that recent amendments to the \textit{Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth)} specifically identify intersex as a category of potential discrimination.\(^56\) The second issue is the legitimacy of parental consent to genital normalising surgeries performed on intersex children who are too young to consent. The final section of the article examines this issue, considering the few cases heard by the Family Court exercising special medical jurisdiction. What is notable is the paucity of cases and legislation which deal with the issue. This
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arguably supports the contention that medical and legal regulation of intersex has been effective in erasing and eradicating the disruptive potential of variations of sex development. As noted in OII Australia’s submission to the Senate Committee, ‘intersex is erased from official documentation through the assignment of a binary sex of rearing’.57

A Legal Status and Sex Determination

1 The Law of Marriage

Historically, most Anglo-Australian cases addressing the legal status of people with variations of sex development have arisen in the context of the law of marriage. Corbett v Corbett (Otherwise Ashley) [No 1] (‘Corbett’)58 was an influential United Kingdom case determining the legal status of a woman for the purposes of marriage law. A fact rarely mentioned in texts and other discussions of the case is that one of the evidentiary issues was whether the wife of the marriage and respondent in the case, April Ashley, had been born with an intersex variation. The central legal issue in Corbett was whether a post-operative transsexual could be legally defined as a member of the sex to which she had been medically/surgically reassigned. The trial judge, Ormrod J, had both medical and legal training, and seemed well-placed to hear the matter, given the extensive medical evidence that was tendered in the course of the hearing. The question of gender and sex was explicitly constructed as a biomedical issue that must be articulated through the lens of science. As Ormrod J notes in his judgment,59 no less than nine medical experts gave evidence, two of whom were appointed by the Court. A considerable portion of the judgment is devoted to a close dissection of the medical evidence.

One issue canvassed in the evidence was whether the respondent wife had an intersex condition. Although neither party had raised this point in the pleadings, it was raised by several of the experts. In particular the report and evidence of Professor Mills, specialist in sex anomalies relating to endocrinology, focused on the possible diagnosis of the wife as having an intersex condition:

In [Professor Mills’s] opinion, patients in whom the balance between male and female hormones is abnormal should be regarded as cases of inter-sex, and he considers that there is sufficient evidence to justify the view that the respondent is an example of this condition … He thinks that the respondent was probably a case of partial testicular failure, in the sense that though born a male, the process of androgenisation at and after puberty did not proceed in the normal way. It is suggested that she may be a case of what is called Klinefelter’s syndrome, a disorder in which a degree of feminisation takes place at about the time of puberty in, hitherto apparently, normal males.60

57 Organisation Intersex International Australia, above n 47, 15.
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Professor Mills’ views were supported to some extent by two of the other medical experts. Dr Armstrong, who was an expert on intersex conditions, concluded that April was transsexual, but noted that she:

was not a physically normal male. He said that the respondent was an example of the condition called ‘inter-sex’, a medical concept meaning something between intermediate and indeterminate sex, and should be ‘assigned’ to the female sex, mainly on account of the psychological abnormality of transsexualism.61

A similar view was expressed by Professor Roth, a Professor of Psychiatry who had experience in sex identity and transsexualism and who diagnosed transsexualism ‘with some physical contributory factor’62 and conceded that April might be classed as intersex. Two of the medical experts called by the husband63 classified April as ‘a male homosexual transsexualist’ and ‘a castrated male’.64

The attitude of the wife, whose sex, gender and identity were under such detailed scrutiny, was markedly disinterested in this process of biomedical dissection. In a later interview, she reported ‘that swine Ormrod would not even look at me. He decided that he wanted me X-rayed and examined from head to toe’.65 When pressed to provide details about the size of her testicles or other details of her genital anatomy prior to her sex-change surgery, she refused to answer.66 While Ormrod J explicitly stated that the wife’s refusal to answer these questions does not reflect adversely on her credit, he expressed exasperation and disapprobation throughout the judgment, referring repeatedly to ‘such unhelpful evidence’67 and to the problem that there is no evidence to assist in the diagnosis and classification where pre-surgical anatomical features are an ingredient in the diagnostic process. In keeping with the medicalised approach to defining sex and gender, and classifying ‘anomalies’ using various typologies, much of the judgment was devoted to teasing out the science of sex and gender, and evaluating the available evidence about the wife’s embodiment against the different classifications. The medical evidence was both complex and contested and identified a number of criteria relevant to sex determination, with particular emphasis on chromosomes, gonads, genitals, psychology, hormones and secondary sexual characteristics.68

All but the first three criteria are excluded from Justice Ormrod’s legal test of sex determination:

61 Ibid 99.
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64 These comments reflect broader contemporary typologies and classification systems relating to medicalisation of transsexualism by prominent sexologists such as Harry Benjamin and Ray Blanchard: see, eg, Harry Benjamin, The Transsexual Phenomenon (Julian Press, 1966).
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the law should adopt in the first place, the first three of the doctors’ criteria, ie, the chromosomal, gonadal and genital tests, and if all three are congruent, determine the sex for the purpose of marriage accordingly, and ignore any operative intervention. The real difficulties, of course, will occur if these three criteria are not congruent.\textsuperscript{69}

The exclusion is explained on the following basis:

Having regard to the essentially heterosexual character of the relationship which is called marriage, the criteria must, in my judgment, be biological, for even the most extreme degree of transsexualism in a male or the most severe hormonal imbalance which can exist in a person with male chromosomes, male gonads and male genitalia cannot reproduce a person who is naturally capable of performing the essential role of a woman in marriage.\textsuperscript{70}

Justice Ormrod decided that there was insufficient evidence to support the diagnosis of intersex, and concluded that April was chromosomally male, and, prior to surgery, had male gonads and testicles and was therefore a male transsexual.\textsuperscript{71} He then cited the medical experts as authority for the proposition that:

the biological sexual constitution of an individual is fixed at birth (at the latest), and cannot be changed, either by the natural development of organs of the opposite sex, or by medical or surgical means. The respondent’s operation, therefore, cannot affect her true sex.\textsuperscript{72}

In \textit{Corbett}, Ormrod J made it clear that legal sex is determined by the features of the unsullied natural body. Any ‘artificial’ alterations to the body through medical or surgical processes do not alter the individual’s true sex. Surgical modifications to the body should be understood as mere cosmetic inscriptions on the natural body rather than genuinely transformative. Justice Ormrod attached a qualification to his decision that the law should adopt chromosomal, genital and gonadal tests to determine sex in the context of marriage. The qualification is that all three must be congruent. He raised the issue of determining sex where a person is intersex and suggests in obiter ‘that it would seem to me to follow from what I have said that the greater weight would probably be given to the genital criteria than to the other two’.\textsuperscript{73} He left open the question of how law should deal with any surgical intervention in these circumstances. This seems to anticipate that any genital normalising surgery would be construed as irrelevant to legally determining sex. Quite how the law would then rely on the appearance of ambiguous genitalia is unclear and perhaps Ormrod J was unfamiliar with the possibility that infant genitals may not be clearly male or female at birth in many intersex conditions.

This attitude to the artificiality of surgical and medical constructs re-emerges later in the judgment where Ormrod J considers in obiter the issue of whether, if there was a marriage, it had been consummated. He stated that:

\textsuperscript{69} Ibid 106.
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I do not think that sexual intercourse, using the completely artificial cavity constructed by Dr Burou, can possibly be described in the words of Dr Lushington in *D v A (falsely calling herself D)* as ‘ordinary and complete intercourse’ or as ‘vera copula – of the natural sort of coitus’. In my judgment, it is the reverse of ordinary, and in no sense natural. When such a cavity has been constructed in a male, the difference between sexual intercourse using it and anal or intra-crural intercourse is, in my judgment, to be measured in centimetres.74

Having cited one of the medical specialists stating ‘we do not determine sex – in medicine we determine the sex in which it is best for the individual to live’,75 Ormrod J responded that criteria used by medical professionals are relevant to but ‘do not necessarily decide, the legal basis of sex determination’76 and later in the judgment noted that ‘doctors decide the gender rather than the sex’.77 Despite these words, the judgment assumes that sex and gender are primarily biomedical matters to be dissected forensically on the basis of medical diagnosis and evidence before they are filtered through a normative legal lens. The result is a pseudo-scientific amalgam of descriptive and normative gender assumption combined with a naturalised construct of the biological basis of sex binaries.

The *Corbett* test was adopted across many common law jurisdictions, and the relevant cases reflect the same attitude rejecting surgical and medical interventions as surface manipulations that do not impact on the true sex of the individual.78 The test was adopted in the only reported Australian case determining the legal status of an intersex person for the purposes of marriage. In 1979, Bell J of the Family Court of Australia heard an application for nullity of marriage.79 The applicant in *In the Marriage of C and D (falsely called C)* was the wife of the marriage. Her original application was for dissolution of marriage, but Bell J suggested to the wife’s counsel that her application should be amended to seek a declaration of nullity. The husband did not appear or contest the application.

Proceeding on an ex parte basis, Bell J outlined the husband’s birth and medical history, beginning with the statement that ‘[t]he parents of the husband appear to have been related’.80 Bell J then turns to a description of the husband’s siblings, who suffered from various physical and mental ailments, aside from one brother who is referred to as ‘one normal brother’.81 No further mention of these facts is raised, but the implications are clear: the husband’s family is genetically defective in various ways, and his intersex condition was a manifestation of that. Justice Bell recounted the husband’s medical history, relying apparently on an academic article published by the husband’s medical professionals, who treated
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him when he was in his early teens. The treatment outlined was removal of an ovary and uterus, four surgical procedures to ‘correct his external sex organ’ and a mastectomy. The husband was diagnosed as a ‘hermaphrodite verus’. Justice Bell explicitly noted that the surgeries were ‘to confirm the recognition that he was born a male and had been reared a male’. The application for nullity was on the grounds that the wife’s consent was not real because she was mistaken as to the identity of the husband under Matrimonial Causes Act 1959 (Cth) section 18(1)(d)(ii). Justice Bell found that this ground was made out, as the wife had contemplated marriage to a man, but had married a person who was a ‘combination of both male and female’.

Justice Bell then raised a more profound question – whether a ‘hermaphrodite’ can marry at all. In purported reliance on the Corbett criteria for sex determination, Bell J concluded that, although the husband ‘exhibited as male in two of the three criteria’, his chromosomes were female. This led him to conclude that the husband was neither man nor woman but was a combination of both, and therefore the marriage was void. On Justice Bell’s analysis intersex people were neither male nor female and therefore could not marry at all. In reaching this conclusion, Bell J ignores Justice Ormrod’s explicit caveat regarding intersex persons – ‘[t]he real difficulties, of course, will occur if these three criteria are not congruent’.

Corbett and In the Marriage of C and D (falsely called C) are interesting for their supposed reliance on a strict biomedical understanding of sex while simultaneously ignoring or rejecting much of the medical evidence presented as well as the dominant medical paradigm for treatment of intersex in the 1970s, which was based on optimal gender theory. As outlined above, optimal gender theory and the treatment protocols that were developed out of it were premised on the belief that sex and gender are fluid, and can be determined by a strict regimen of medical, surgical, social and psychological interventions directed to curing the defect of intersex ambiguity.

The Corbett test of sex determination purports to identify the biological markers of true sex – fixed, immutable, natural and reliable. We see here direct tension between the Hippocratic and Aristotelian style understandings of intersex. While the medical response has moved from a search for true sex to a search for best sex, the juridical approach rejects gender fluidity as unreliable, untrustworthy and unnatural. Even biological markers such as hormonal balance and secondary sex characteristics are rejected on the basis that they cannot turn a man into a woman. Such markers are elastic and malleable. According to Ormrod
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J, the sex binary is both too rigid and too fragile to permit the potential for manipulation.

The Corbett test has been overturned in all Australian jurisdictions and most common law countries. The Corbett test was distinguished but not overturned in the United Kingdom in a case concerning the validity of a marriage of a woman with a variation of sex development. In the context of marriage, Australian law now recognises post-operative transsexuals as belonging to their sex of assignment. The decision in In the Marriage of C and D has not been directly overturned. However, the decision in Re Kevin which legalised the marriage of a post-operative transsexual in his post-transition sex would apply equally to a marriage of a person with a variation of sex development. In Re Kevin the list of criteria for defining sex is expanded beyond the congenital biological factors to include psychological factors such as gender identity, child and adult behaviour, social presentation and interaction, appearance and gender performance. The test for sex determination in both marriage and other legal contexts in Australia has been extended to include medical and surgical interventions, as well as identity, ‘psychological sex identification’, behaviour, social presentation, appearance and gender performance as salient factors.

2 Legal Sex and Identity Documents

Australian judicial attitudes to sex and gender determination as reflected in judicial decisions have gradually expanded the criteria impacting on how we categorise individuals within the gender binary. Similarly, every state and territory in Australia has enacted legislative schemes to permit amendment of identity documents to change legal gender. The project of determining how to slot individuals into the binary – often appealing to stereotypical performance of gender and medical and surgical construction of anatomy to validate the classification – remained the central question until 2013, when the
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New South Wales Court of Appeal in Norrie v Registrar of Births, Deaths and Marriages (‘Norrie’)\textsuperscript{100} directly challenged the underlying assumption that sex is a binary system of categorisation. In Norrie, the Court determined that a fundamental identity document could denote an identity which is neither male nor female. This is the first explicit judicial recognition in Australia of a non-binary concept of sex. The Court of Appeal decision was affirmed by the High Court in 2014. In its concluding comments, the High Court stated ‘[t]he [Births, Deaths and Marriages Registration Act 1995 (NSW)] itself recognises that a person may be other than male or female and therefore may be taken to permit the registration sought, as “non-specific”’.\textsuperscript{101}

This decision reinforces recent legislative and administrative measures of the Australian government directed to broader and more open recognition of the existence of sex and gender diversity. In 2013, the Australian government published guidelines\textsuperscript{102} on gender and sex recognition that provide for sex and gender information to include three data recording options, being male, female and indeterminate/intersex/unspecified.\textsuperscript{103} Furthermore, changes to recorded sex or gender information can be amended more easily.\textsuperscript{104} The Guidelines include specific recognition and definition of intersex variations.\textsuperscript{105} These developments extend the much-publicised 2011 revision of Department of Foreign Affairs and Trade policy to include ‘x’ as a gender category on passports.\textsuperscript{106}

\section*{3 Discrimination Protections}

Fears of discrimination, such as bullying and ridicule, were for many years cited as a reason and justification for surgical interventions on intersex children.\textsuperscript{107} One concern for non-surgical intersex children was the prospect of psychological harm that might ensue where a child has genitals that do not conform to the ‘norm’ for the assigned sex. Accordingly, the trope of discrimination has historically provided moral weight to the paradigm of early surgical normalisation. As the medical paradigm moves away from surgical intervention to bolster sex assignment, and as legal reform opens spaces for greater gender diversity, it is likely that intersex will become more socially and legally visible. People with variations of sex development who develop non-
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binary gender identities may be more exposed to discrimination on the basis of intersex status, particularly if they seek to assert their right to a non-binary gender identity. A recent example of potential discrimination against intersex people is the recent ‘bathroom laws’ introduced by social conservatives in the United States in jurisdictions such as Arizona, Maryland, Kentucky and Florida, which seek to exclude people from using public toilets that do not accord with the gender recorded on their birth certificates. These laws of course could impact directly on transgender people, but could also affect people with intersex variations. As part of a wider amendment to extend protection from discrimination, the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth) was amended in 2013 to include protection against discrimination on the basis of sexual orientation, gender identity and intersex status. These amendments would be effective in addressing discrimination such as the bathroom laws proposals.

Perhaps the most egregious arena of discrimination on the basis of intersex status is sports. Both professional and amateur sports organisations have uncritically adopted a rigid and often arbitrary construct of sex binary. The International Olympic Committee (‘IOC’) and other international sporting organisations have generated controversy on numerous occasions for their treatment of intersex athletes. South African runner Caster Semenya’s treatment by the International Association of Athletics Federation exemplifies this discrimination. The IOC recently disseminated guidelines on both transgender and intersex athletes. As noted by OII Australia, the IOC statement contains two statements, one entitled “Transgender guidelines” and one entitled “Hyperandrogenism in female athletes”. One is still medicalised; the other makes an attempt to acknowledge human rights concerns. However, such discrimination is exempted from the operations of the Sex Discrimination Act 1984 (Cth). The impact of anti-discrimination laws may be significant in addressing many instances of discrimination but will have little impact on discrimination in sports.
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4 Making Intersex Visible in Law

Since 1971, there have been significant developments in the legal and juridical understanding of variations of sex development. Recent legislative and administrative initiatives are directed to making intersex variations more visible, and to begin to undo the erasure of sex and gender diversity. A significant element of this reform has been the Report of the Senate Committee tabled in November 2013. The Report grew out of the Senate Committee’s Inquiry into Involuntary or Coerced Sterilisation of Disabled People in Australia. The Senate Committee received so many submissions regarding sterilisation of intersex people that the terms of the Inquiry were expanded and a separate report was produced. The Report makes 15 recommendations addressing a range of important issues including funding for, monitoring of, and the production of guidelines for, medical management and intervention; as well as funding for intersex support groups; a registry of intersex patients; and research into long-term clinical outcomes of medical intervention. If these recommendations are implemented, this will be an important step towards making intersex visible in law and administration.

5 Consent to Genital Normalising Surgery

The second legal issue relevant to the current medical approach to variations of sex development is whether genital normalising surgeries are lawful on the basis of parental consent. Surgical procedures on young children who lack ‘Gillick-competence’ can generally be consented to by parents. However, parental authority is not absolute. There are two significant limitations on parental authority in this context. One is that any medical procedure must be in the child’s best interests. The other is that some procedures such as non-therapeutic sterilisation, identified in broad terms by the High Court in 1992, cannot be consented to by parents and must be authorised by a court operating within its parens patriae jurisdiction. In exercising that jurisdiction and considering whether to authorise a particular medical procedure, the court itself is bound to act in the child’s best interests.

The best interests limitation merits greater critical analysis and attention in the context of genital normalising surgery. An argument challenging the orthodox position that genital normalising surgery is in the best interests of a child born with atypical genitalia would confront the hurdle that such surgeries
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have been (and arguably continue to be) a central plank in the psychosexual treatment regimen adopted and endorsed in the international medical literature and by authoritative medical experts in the field. This is particularly the case given the dearth of research investigating the psychosocial outcomes for intersex children whose genitals were ‘reconstructed’ in infancy – a dearth that can be attributed to the institutional legal erasure of intersex as alluded to above. There is, however, a large and growing literature critiquing surgical normalisation (see discussion below on therapeutic value).

6 Consent for Special Medical Treatment

In 1992, the High Court considered whether a parent could consent to the ‘non-therapeutic’ sterilisation of an intellectually disabled child in Marion’s Case. 122 The High Court held that parental authority could not extend to sterilisation. Moreover, the limitations on parental authority are not confined to sterilisation procedures. The factors which the Court considered significant in Marion’s Case were that the procedure was non-therapeutic; invasive and irreversible; that there was a significant risk of making the wrong decision; and that the consequences of a wrong decision would be grave and serious.123 Family Court-issued guidelines also state that ethically sensitive or disputed procedures should be authorised by a court.124

In Marion’s Case, the High Court established a special category of medical treatment for which special consent and authorisation processes were considered necessary where the proposed patient is a child. The majority judgment’s reasoning highlights a need for judicial oversight of special medical procedures:

The medical profession very often plays a central role in the decision to sterilize as well as in the procedure itself. Indeed, the question has been ‘medicalized’ to a great degree. Two concerns emerge from this. It is hard to share the view of Cook J in Re a Teenager, that absolute faith in the integrity of all medical practitioners is warranted. We agree with Nicholson CJ in Re Jane that, as with all professions, there are those who act with impropriety as well as those who act bona fide but within a limited frame of reference. And the situation with which they are concerned is one in which incorrect assessments may be made. The second concern is that the decision to sterilize, at least where it is to be carried out for contraceptive purposes, and especially now when technology and expertise make the procedure relatively safe, is not merely a medical issue. This is also reflected in the concern raised in several of the cases reviewed, that the consequences of sterilisation are not merely biological but also social and psychological. The requirement of a court authorization ensures a hearing from those experienced in different ways in the care of those with intellectual disability and from those with experience of the long term social and psychological effects of sterilization.125
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Genital normalising surgery shares many of the salient features identified in *Marion’s Case*. The phenomena of variations of sex development have been medicalised to a great degree. As noted in the report of the Senate Committee, ‘[t]he concern expressed by the intersex community that sex differences are pathologised sits at the heart of the inquiry’. Given the extensive criticisms and concerns raised about the treatment protocols over the last 60 years, absolute faith in the medicalised framework is unreasonable. The issues around surgical normalisation are not merely medical or biological issues, but have profound social and psychological implications. Therefore, a formalised hearing and review of decision-making by ‘those experienced in different ways’ is needed. A report commissioned by the Australian Human Rights Commission reinforces this reading of the justification for establishing a special category of medical procedures:

 doctors play a central role in what is not just a medical decision, but absolute faith in the integrity of all medical practitioners is not warranted; it is possible that parents, other family members, and carers may have conflicting interests which would influence their decision. 127

The report further notes that the decision in *Marion’s Case* ‘highlights the public interest in scrutinising differential and ethically contentious medical procedures for children and clearly articulated the need for heightened accountability in this type of decision making’. The process established in *Marion’s Case* to provide heightened accountability is the requirement for authorisation by the Family Court.

To date there have been six reported cases before the Family Court involving applications for court authorisation for special medical treatment of intersex children. While each of these cases concerns proposed medical treatments of a range of intersex variations, the focus of the applications and judgments is not on genital normalising surgery. Although possible future clitoral reduction and vaginal surgeries were identified as part of the proposed future treatment regime in *Re Sally*, the judgment does not consider the implications of genital normalising surgeries in specific terms. Rather, the discussion is focused on a proposed gonadectomy and the sterilising effect. In each of these cases aside from *Re Dylan*, the focus of the application and the reasoning in the judgment is primarily on sterilisation as a by-product of the proposed treatment regime. Another focus of concern in some of the cases is the issue of gender identity development, particularly where the child-subject of the proceedings is old enough to express gender identity (though not Gillick-competent).
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The first of these cases, *Re A (a Child)***\(^{132}\) heard in 1993, concerned a 14 year-old who had been born with a variation of sex development called congenital adrenal hyperplasia, which meant that although A had female chromosomes and gonads, an over-production of fetal androgens had caused masculinisation in utero, resulting in genitals that were masculine at birth. A had been medically and surgically assigned to female in infancy. The application was for consent to medical and surgical intervention to re-assign A as a boy.

Justice Mushin quoted extensively from medical reports and uncritically endorses the medical paradigm of optimal gender theory which clearly underpins the expert evidence. The social and political implications of the decision have been considered in other commentary.\(^{133}\) Early in his judgment his Honour stated:

‘Despite the advice that A was in fact a female affected by the condition of congenital adrenal hyperplasia, both A’s parents had the initial perception that A was in fact a male’.

It is odd in this context that Mushin J claimed that A was ‘in fact’ a girl. If we were to adopt the legal criteria of *Corbett* A was ‘in fact’ not a girl, because the key factors of genitals, gonads and chromosomes were not congruently female. If we apply the dicta in *Re the Marriage of C and D*, A was neither a girl nor a boy. In 1993, neither of these cases had been overturned, but the legal framework established within them is not considered. Furthermore, the possibility that A was not ‘in fact’ clearly either male or female is never considered.

While Mushin J explicitly blames A’s parents for failing to force A to conform to the medical regime dictated by compliance with optimal gender theory (thereby failing to avoid the ‘appalling situation’\(^{134}\) before him), there is no consideration of the legitimacy or accuracy of the treatment protocol that had been imperfectly imposed on A since infancy. Mushin J refers in passing to the surgeon’s report that in the postnatal period ‘she had genital reconstruction to give her a feminine appearance’.\(^{135}\) In other words, Mushin J uncritically accepts and endorses the medical paradigm that had informed the treatment of A. There is complicity between the medical and the legal construction of variations of sex development as pathological disorders in urgent need of correction. The tension between the medical and judicial responses to variations of sex development has disappeared.

*Re Sean and Russell*\(^{136}\) concerned two children with Denys-Dash Syndrome aged 18 months, and three and a half years. The application was for authorisation of gonadectomies. Although there is reference to ambiguous genitalia, there was no proposal to perform genital normalising surgery on either child.\(^{137}\)
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Re Lesley\textsuperscript{138} concerned a child diagnosed with 17-β/HSD with male chromosomes and gonads but who had been raised as a girl. The proposed medical procedure was also a gonadectomy to prevent masculinisation at puberty. There is reference in the judgment to ambiguous genitalia\textsuperscript{139} but no proposal to surgically ‘normalise’ the genitals.

Re Sally\textsuperscript{140} concerned a proposed gonadectomy to be performed on a 14 year-old girl who was born with 5-alpha-reductase deficiency and consequently had male genotype and gonadal material but female genitals and had been reared as a girl. The judgment refers to an affidavit of a paediatric endocrinologist who outlined the treatment required to allow Sally ‘to live more normally as a female’:

The treatment involves:

(a) removal of her testes to prevent any further testosterone production and to remove the obvious swellings in her labia and inguinal region;

(b) the potential need for surgery to reduce the size of her clitoris;

(c) treatment (which may also involve surgery) to enlarge the size of her vagina prior to sexual activity; and

(d) ongoing oestrogen supplements for the remainder of her life.\textsuperscript{141}

The judgment goes on to consider the reasons for removing testicular tissue, but no further reference or explanation is provided to justify the clitoral reduction or vaginal enlargement. The emphasis throughout the judgment, and apparently in the medical evidence, was on the sterilising effect of gonadectomy. Although the Queensland Department of Communities appeared as a friend of the Court in the proceedings, it did not advocate for any position.\textsuperscript{142}

The minor in Re Dylan\textsuperscript{143} was a 15 year-old boy who had been diagnosed at 18 months with congenital adrenal hyperplasia and was genetically female but had been raised as a boy. The proposed treatment was to commence a regime of hormonal treatment.\textsuperscript{144} There was no proposal for genital normalising surgery. Re Sarah\textsuperscript{145} concerned a proposed gonadectomy to be performed on a girl with Turner Syndrome. Neither case involved a proposal to surgically ‘normalise’ the genitals.

These cases raise important issues about the gender assumptions that underpin the medical and legal construction of gender. What is significant for this analysis is that genital normalising surgery, even where it has been done or is proposed as a possible treatment, receives no judicial attention. The need to surgically shape the genitals to give them a more feminine appearance is
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constructed as so natural and normal as to need no explanation. This attitude also permeates much of the medical discourse. The unquestioned assumption is that there is a consensus about what genitals should and must look like in order to express gender authentically. This assumption is profoundly misplaced, as there is no ‘standard objective measure for cosmetic perceptions of “normal” female genitals’ or male genitals. The enculturated nature of these supposedly empirical judgments about normality is nicely captured in a quote from a pediatric endocrinologist: ‘If we’re saying genital surgery is for normalization purposes, I would ask the surgeons how many penises they’ve reduced to make them more normal in size’. Research regarding ‘normal’ genitals reveals ‘enormous natural variation in the anatomy of sex’ even without taking into account the natural variations represented by the medicalised category of intersex.

Of equal significance is the implication that most genital normalising surgeries are performed without any court authorisation. Apparently genital normalising surgeries are performed on the basis of parental consent because they are seen as falling outside the parameters of ‘special medical treatment’.

The lack of judicial consideration has led OII Australia, a leading intersex advocacy group, to argue that requiring authority for surgery from the Family Court will do little to protect intersex children from unnecessary surgeries. Despite the rationale outlined in Marion’s Case for establishing a procedure to ensure independent scrutiny and oversight of medical procedures such as genital normalising surgery, the Court has consistently failed to play that role. Instead, the cases reveal extensive uncritical reliance on the medical evidence. Scrutiny tends to be reserved for considerations relating to the potential to sterilise children. Whilst this is clearly an important issue, it is not the only focus of concern in the medical treatment of children with variations of sex development. Current medical protocols do not exclude genital normalising surgery and there is strong evidence to suggest that such surgeries have been and continue to be performed.

7 Prohibition of Female Genital Mutilation (‘FGM’)

In New South Wales there is a specific legislative provision which prohibits female genital mutilation. An exception is provided where the procedure ‘is
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necessary for the health of the person on whom it is performed and is performed by a medical practitioner\(^\text{152}\). The prohibition applies to consenting adult women, and specifically excludes from consideration any issues other than medical welfare when assessing ‘health’. Neither ‘medical welfare’ nor ‘health’ is defined within the Act. The second reading speech makes it clear that ‘mental health’ is defined to bring Western genital surgeries within the exception provided by subsection (3)(a):

> the bill is clear in prohibiting the practice of FGM, but is also clear not to interfere with legitimate forms of surgery. Thus this bill prohibits various acts of FGM unless they are necessary for the health of the person. The health of the person can be defined as either physical or mental health. ... The bill also allows for operations that are necessary for the mental health of the person. This will allow for procedures such as the ones that have been raised: to remedy a physical malformation or to allow for forms of cosmetic surgery. Again, to define precisely the operations which are permissible would risk a legitimate operation being excluded. Moreover, such a course may implicitly create a loophole for the performance of certain forms of FGM.\(^\text{153}\)

The illegality of specified forms of surgical incision, infibulation or mutilation of female genitals expresses a powerful antipathy in Australia towards current traditional practices within a number of developing countries, particularly in Africa. It is clear that section 45 is directed towards these ‘cultural’ practices within non-Western cultural and religious traditions. However, the distinction rests on some dubious assumptions about cultural norms of embodiment.

In seeking to understand why the practice of FGM persists despite strident opposition at international and national levels, it is helpful to consider the justifications and explanations which have been propounded. These provide an interesting comparison with our uncritical acceptance of genital normalising surgery on intersex children as necessary for them to function at a sociocultural and psychosexual level.

Comments that have been reported by anthropologists speaking to women who practice FGM include: ‘We don’t want the girl to be dirty, open, with smelly underwear’;\(^\text{154}\) ‘[w]hoosh! The lumps are gone. It is smooth and clean. The stitching is like the zig zag stitch, so beautiful’;\(^\text{155}\) ‘[s]ince we’ve got a small one and sewn, when I saw this, I thought, they’ve got a lot of cow pussy ... I know myself we smell better and are less dirty than women who are uncircumcised’.\(^\text{156}\)

In some cultures clitoridectomy is interpreted as removing the hard, male parts
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and making the woman forever soft and feminine. This association between infibulated female genitals and femininity translates into a perception that normal female genitals must have a particular appearance to express and embody essential femaleness. Similarly, marriageability is often cited as an important factor which fuels FGM practices. Uncircumcised women are, in some contexts, regarded as unmarriageable because their genitals mark them as unfeminine and malformed.

Within Western cultures, such perceptions are regarded as deluded, unnatural and culturally pathological. Any such defence of FGM on these grounds as an issue of mental health would be dismissed as utterly illegitimate. A common thread in this discussion is the extent to which our cultural, sexual, social and legal identities are tied to a gendered embodiment that is acceptable. The second reading speech referred to above does explicitly exempt surgeries to ‘remedy a physical malformation’ from prohibition under section 45 and this is how genital normalising surgery is characterised. This construction relies on normative concepts of pathology and embodiment. Clearly, genital normalising surgery is not intended to be prohibited under section 45. Our ability to distinguish between this surgery and FGM relies on unquestioned assumptions about what we mean by ‘health’ and ‘medical’, as opposed to ‘cultural’ or ‘ritual’, considerations.

8 Assessing Therapeutic Value

Genital normalising surgeries escape legal scrutiny under both the FGM prohibition and the special medical authorisation requirements because the surgeries are defined and constructed as therapeutic. The Victorian Report identifies the issue of whether medical treatment is therapeutic as ‘a medical decision that is the responsibility of the patient’s treating clinician, in collaboration with the multidisciplinary medical, ethical and legal experts assisting with the development of the management plan’. The therapeutic value of genital normalising surgery is strongly contested, both within the medical establishment and within the intersex community. There were proposals for a moratorium on early surgical normalisation as early as 1998. The orthodox explanations of the therapeutic value of surgery have been summarised as follows:

Proponents of feminizing genitoplasty in infancy cite the following as reasons to operate:
- a more stable development of gender identity;
- a better psychosexual and psychosocial outcome;
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a relief of parental anxiety;
provision of a vaginal introitus for psychological relief;
menstruation and intercourse in adolescence and adulthood.\textsuperscript{161}

In its submission to the Senate Committee Inquiry into Involuntary and Coerced Sterilisation, OII Australia argues that “[g]ender-identity confusion”, and social and family concern, justify cosmetic and gonadal interventions that impact on intersex people from infancy and throughout our lives.\textsuperscript{162} Parallels can be drawn between the justifications for FGM and surgical genital normalisation. The range of arguments – fear of bullying and ostracisation; consonance between bodies and social identities; the ability to engage in ‘normal’ sexual activity and form sexual relationships; unambiguous embodiment of a gendered identity – echo many of the attitudes that are identified to explain the prevalence of FGM, and which are treated in that context as irrational.

The Report of the Senate Committee canvasses the evidence relating to surgical normalisation and concludes that there is little evidence to support the practice, noting that this has been conceded by expert specialists in the field.\textsuperscript{163} The Report concludes that ‘there are very limited studies of the long-term outcomes of surgery, and some of the results should be of serious concern’.\textsuperscript{164} The Report sets out a number of conclusions and recommends that proposals put forward by OII Australia should be included in guidelines regarding early cosmetic surgery interventions.\textsuperscript{165} OII Australia’s proposals given strongest support are:

4. Medical interventions should not be based on psychosocial adjustment or genital appearance.
5. Medical intervention should be deferred wherever possible until the patient is able to freely give full and informed consent; this is known as ‘Gillick competence’.
6. Necessary medical intervention on minors should preserve the potential for different life paths and identities until the patient is old enough to consent.\textsuperscript{166}

The claim that genital normalising surgeries are therapeutic is so strongly contested that this characterisation should not be relied on to justify surgery without judicial or administrative oversight via independent hearing. The blurry distinction between therapeutic and non-therapeutic medical procedures was acknowledged by the High Court in \textit{Marion’s Case} when they reluctantly adopted it as a criteria to identify the parameters of parental consent.\textsuperscript{167} Its role as lynchpin determining legitimacy of consent, particularly where an assessment about therapeutic value is made by the treating physician, has become untenable.
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There has long been a countervailing voice in the intersex community and among some clinicians and academics concerning the medical approach to intersex. The recommendation of the Senate Committee echoes those of various human rights and international law organisations that have been published domestically and internationally in the last two decades. For example, the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture tabled a report in February 2013 dealing with abuse in health care settings which includes a strongly-worded criticism of genital normalising surgeries performed on intersex children in infancy. In the United States, the adoptive parents of an intersex child have commenced proceedings on his behalf, suing South Carolina Department of Social Services, Greenville Hospital System, and the Medical University of South Carolina for surgery performed when the child was in foster care to assign him as female. Thus the medical treatment of intersex children, and particularly early genital normalising surgery, is gaining purchase as a matter of serious bioethical and legal concern. The practice in Australia of performing genital normalising surgery on the basis of parental consent is arguably unlawful and unethical.

IV CONCLUSION

An overview of medical and legal attitudes to intersex reveals significant shifts in both approach and emphasis across time. The alternate constructions of sex development identified with Hippocratic and Aristotelian traditions provide a framework around which these shifting and sometimes contradictory, inconsistent or unpredictable attitudes can be analysed. Medical interpretations since the Victorian era have moved from an Aristotelian search for true sex (both conceptually and in medical encounters with intersex patients) to a Hippocratic emphasis on best sex rather than true sex. In the period when optimal gender theory reigned more or less unchallenged, determining best sex meant not only to observe, assess and assign sex, but also to medically and surgically intervene in the body to eradicate intersex by shaping the body to conform to the assignment.

The same shift in legal responses to intersex can be read as occurring in a later time frame. In the 1970s, when optimal gender theory was at its height,
judicial decisions on defining sex were clinging to the concept of true sex, immutably inscribed in biology and anatomy. Medical, surgical, psychological, sexual, social, political, cultural and even biological processes could not impinge on true sex, they could only provide a ‘pastiche of femininity’ or masculinity to mask its unalterable nature. Later judicial decisions in the context of consent to medical procedures on intersex children reveal consistency between the medical and legal approaches. Arguably, the legal perspective has been captured by the medical paradigm that prevailed. This was echoed in legislative and administrative measures to allow legal identity to be altered to reflect best sex rather than true sex.

The current medical management of intersex is far more heterogenous than in the late 20th century. The Senate Committee notes that research into current practices in Australia ‘highlights a great diversity of opinions amongst doctors, and some extreme geographic variation in medical practice’ on the issue of genital normalising surgery, concluding that there is ‘no medical consensus’. While the 2006 Guidelines are considered authoritative, they are couched in terms which countenance a broad range of practices. If Australian practice is any guide, the development of guidelines such as the 2006 Guidelines or the Victorian guidelines have not imposed a consensus of approach and practice. This could be read either as a return to the ‘anarchy of idiosyncrasy’ or as a loosening of the grip of medicalisation. The fact that these changes are occurring coincident with legal and administrative measures to revisit the criteria of legal sex identity and determination and move cautiously away from a strictly dyadic construct of sex provides some grounds for optimism.

Writing on Herculine Barbin, Judith Butler asserts that ‘[h]er plight reveals in graphic terms the societal urge and strategy to discover and define anatomy within binary terms’. This plight has been enacted over and over in the lives of intersex people. Biomedical modes of constructing identity and normality are configured as neutral scientific endeavours. Pathologising intersex variations also individualises and atomises the broader political and cultural issues. It casts intersex bodies as sites for intervention. Biomedicine and law construct sex-binaries as natural and pre-cultural, and discursively invest that construct with cultural and political significance. These constructs are challenged by the incursion of intersex bodies across the boundaries of male and female. Perhaps even more urgently than biomedicine, law has demanded clarity in its partition of categories. As Karpin notes in relation to genetic identities, ‘legal responses to bodily transgression are generally boundary policing and a singular individual is
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artificially carved out through juridical force. This sometimes occurs literally on living bodies'. 176 The continuing practice of genital normalising surgeries is a stark example of medical and juridical carving out of tissues that threaten to disrupt our investment in bounded categories of sex.